Abstract. We consider the gauged N = 2 (simple) supersymmetric seven-dimensional ( d = 7 ) supergravity theory with the scalar field potential having two critical points. Applying a modified Witten argument reduces the question of stability to deciding if a particular non-linear ordinary differential equation has a global solution. We show that it does and that therefore the non-supersymmetric ground state is stable against arbitrary spin-0, spin-1 and spin-2 fluctuations.
Introduction
The gauged N = 2 (simple) supersymmetric seven-dimensional ( d = 7) supergravity theory has been constructed [ 11; with a topological mass term the scalar field potential has two critical points as shown in figure 1. In [2] the stability of the local maximum against spin-0 and spin-2 fluctuations was investigated. The local maximum is a supersymmetric Ads ground state and it was shown to be stable both perturbatively and for arbitrarily large fluctuations which vanish asymptotically. The local minimum is a non-supersymmetric state; Boucher [3] has shown how to investigate non-perturbative stability in such cases. In this paper we show that his approach can be used to establish the global stability of the local minimum of the scalar field potential, despite the fact that the potential is unbounded below.
The explicit form of the potential is V(4) = -60m2+10(m+2hu4)2
(1.1)
where
The entire Lagrangian and transformation rules are given in references [l, 21. For our purposes we set A,/ = 0, which is consistent with its field equation. Then the bosonic part of the gauged Lagrangian is
and the transformation rules are (with bilinear fermion terms omitted)
Stability of the local maximum
Mezinescu, Townsend and van Nieuwenhuizen use the standard Witten argument [4] to show that the supersymmetric local maximum is stable for arbitrarily large spin-0 and spin-2 fluctuations. Since the proof for the local minimum is a modification of this argument we review their work and at the same time extend it to include fluctuations in A,,,.
Define
with E, a commuting spinor and fiPsi = given by (1.5). Then After some algebra the second term on the RHS of (2.2) becomes
where Jwvp is the current due to A,,+,:
A A J*"p = 8L/8A,,, = Dp($f4FaF"" + &~E " " " P @ "~~! A PYS ) = DaUalLvp T p A is the energy-momentum tensor from the matter part of the Lagrangian in (1.4) and SAi is given by (1.6). Thus, using Gauss' theorem and equations (2.2) and (2.3), we have for a spacelike surface C and its boundary dZ. For spinors E , which approach Killing spinors of the background at spatial infinity and for fluctuations about the background which vanish asymptotically the integral over a8 converges. Moreover, we restrict the class of fluctuations to those which, and insist that fi,~, does also, vanish sufficiently rapidly at spatial infinity that the integrals over Z converge for all spacelike surfaces Z. 
5,
for a Killing vector K,,. Finally we note that at spatial infinity E r " can be replaced by E,". Hence (2.5) becomes
11)
where we have used the equations of motion
Choosing a frame such that the 0 direction is normal to 8, and using a Majorana representation (in which the spinors are real and CTo= -i, where C is the charge conjugation matrix), we have 
The modified Witten argument at the local minimum
For the local minimum, although (2.5) still holds (if the integrals converge) its interpretation changes. Using exact Killing spinors of the background and linearising, the fir;t term on the RHS no longer vanishes and the integrals do not converge, because D, does not approach the covariant derivative for the bacbground. Hence we no longer obtain the Killing charges in (2.9). One can modify D, and SA,, however, and still obtain an identity like (2.5) [3] which does produce the Killing charges.
Restricting our attention to fluctuations of the scalar and gravity fields, we proceed as before, using (1.5) and (1.6), but leave as functions to be determined the coefficients whose background values depend on the scalar field. That is, we define 6, = D, +fr, 
(3.7)
Now recall from the previous section that E*" must satisfy two conditions. First, the linearisation procedure must generate the Killing charges so that we can indeed obtain the energy; and second, that energy must be zero in the background. (The background is stable if the energy is positive for fluctuations.)
To zeroth (background) order:
-b~E ' r~~, + ( b~-3 0 f~-i V ( 4~) ) E ' r~~~, . Finally, we can obtain a positive energy theorem if we require the last two terms (3.13) (3.14)
To linear order in (3.7) to vanish to all orders, i.e.
Applying the initial condition (3.10) we see that
Moreover, (3.13) and (3.14) can be rewritten as
(3.15) (3.16) (3.17) Now the problem has been reduced to finding a solution to this last ordinary differential equation subject to the initial condition of (3.10).
A solution to the ODE exists
Actually we need only show that (3.17) has a solution with this initial condition. A reasonably trivial modification of the Peano existence theorem (see, e.g., [6] ) shows that there is a solution in the neighbourhood of the initial condition. One must then consider the possibility that the solution is not global, i.e. it blows up at some finite value of 4. The only remaining way in which (3.17) can fail to have a solution is for the solution curve to run into the f ' ( 4 ) = 0 curve (equivalently 30f2( 4 ) = -V ( 4)/2) as 4 increases away from +o (see figure 2) . However, we know that the local maximum is stable.
Hence (3.17) must have a solution with initial condition at B. In fact, we know that the solution is given by (1.5) with A,, = 0, i.e. f = m. That this is indeed a solution of (3.17) is easily verified. Uniqueness guarantees that the solution to (3.17) with initial condition at A never intersects the same-branch part of this curve and hence is bounded away from the f( 4 ) = 0 curve.
Conclusions
That a global solution to (3.17) exists demonstrates the stability of the local minimum against arbitrary spin-0 and:pin-2 fluctuations. It is, in fact, unnecessary to actually solve (3.17) (thus defining 0, and ah,) since merely knowing that the solution exists guarantees that they will be defined and hence that the generalised positive energy theorem will go through. Another observation to be made is that this argument trivially extends to include spin-1 fluctuations. (The inclusion of spin-1 fluctuations in the standard Witten argument at the local maximum could have been done similarly.) For then G'IY -PA (4) = T'"" (AmpY) (5.1) rather than 0. However, to zeroth and linear order this has no effect, and since T'"" ( Amp?) satisfies the dominant energy condition (just as the energy-momentum tensor for the electromagnetic field does) we still obtain a positive energy theorem from (3.7) . Notice that again here, to understand and apply the modified (or unmodified) Witten argument, it is crucial to examine the relevant identity (3.7) to zeroth and linear orders to verify that it truly produces the energy, and then to all orders to show that the energy is positive.
